**Colors**

Art & Sensory Projects:
- Spinner Art
- Painting w/ cotton swabs
- Orange Julius
- cornmeal & bugs

Color my world with "Crayons," paint, or construction paper. What ever your heart desires. That's the idea behind this weeks activities in the toddler room. We will mainly be concerned with the colors red, blue, yellow, green and orange. Even the sensory will be based on colors this week including making Orange Julius on Friday - YUM

Books we will read:
- Shapes & Colors
- Mouse Paint
- My Many Colored Days
- My Crayons Talk

Songs and Finger Plays
- Baa Baa Black Sheep
- Brown Bear Brown Bear
- Mary Wore Her Red Dress
- Little Boy Blue

****Memo to Parents Please**** put your child's extra clothes in their basket in the upper part of their cubby. We ask that you not bring back packs or extra bags - with winter coats there is not enough room and the children get into the bags. We also would appreciate no toys from home. The baskets become a play area and it is hard for teachers to keep track of the "extras." Please keep your child's extra clothes and one stuffed toy to sleep with in their baskets. Thank you for your help.

Thanks,
Du Rell, Laura, Corey, and Erin